in conjunction of academic libraries in Malaysia, a union catalog and repositories is made available for public to provide content search efficiently

MALCAT
http://malcat.uum.edu.my
MALCAT is a Union Catalog of Malaysian Academic Libraries that enables searching of all bibliographic collections of public and government-linked company university libraries registered with the Ministry of Higher Education. MALCAT contains more than 5 millions records representing library resources from 26 academic libraries.
Current statistical information is as follows
- 24 Universities
- 24 Academic Libraries
- 26 Item Format
- 5,050,499 collections of metadata and increasing

MALREP
http://malrep.uum.edu.my
MALREP is a discovery service that enables searching of the Malaysian Academic Library Institutional Repository from various information databases by using Open Archive Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting Service (OAI-PMH). MALRep contains more than 500 thousands records representing library resources from more than 25 contributors.
Current statistical information is as follows
- 27 Universities
- 27 Academic Libraries
- 30 Malaysian Repositories
- 30 Item Format
- 531,002 collections of metadata and increasing

AUNILO
http://aunilo.uum.edu.my
AUNILO IRDS is a discovery service that enables searching of the Asean Universities Network (AUN) Institutional Repository from various information databases by using Open Archive Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting Service (OAI-PMH). AUNILO IRDS is a continuous effort in enhancing information networking among member universities through the sharing of digital academic resources.
Current statistical information is as follows
- 8 countries
- 20 Universities
- 24 Institutional Repositories
- 30 Item Format
- 780,021 collections of metadata and increasing